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Without Abstract
Definition
Learning-based anti-jamming communication strategy applies reinforcement learning algorithms for
mobile users in wireless networks to achieve the optimal transmission policy against jamming and
interference, without knowing the network model, radio channel model, and jamming model.

Historical Background
Due to the broadcast nature of radio propagation, wireless networks are vulnerable to jamming attacks,
as jammers purposefully inject replayed or faked signals into wireless media to interrupt the ongoing
radio transmissions between legitimate users (Xu et al., 2005; Xiao, 2015). With the pervasion of
smart and programmable radio devices such as universal software radio peripherals (USRPs) (Rahbari
et al., 2016), smart jammers choose to launch multiple types of attacks, such as eavesdropping and
spoofing attacks, and select the jamming power, frequency, and time against the ongoing wireless
transmissions (Trappe, 2015; Xiao et al., 2018a). Smart jammers can even analyze the ongoing antijamming transmission policy and induce the mobile devices to use a specific communication mode
and then block them accordingly (Akyildiz et al., 2008; Xiao et al., 2015). Jamming attackers aim to
degrade the communication efficiency of the ongoing transmission, increase power consumption of
the radio nodes, and even lead to denial of services (DoS) attacks (Xiao et al., 2012a).
Traditional anti-jamming wireless communication solutions, spread spectrum techniques, such as
frequency hopping and direct-sequence spread spectrum, have been used for decades to address
jamming attacks in wireless networks (Xu et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2013). However,
significant challenges have to be addressed in 5G systems, e.g., spread spectrum technique requires
both the transmitter and the receiver to share the physical-layer secrets such as the spreading codes or

frequency hopping pattern in advance. However, jammers can derive the spreading codes of the
transmitter by eavesdropping the public control channels and compromising cognitive radio nodes in
large-scale dynamic wireless network (Attar et al., 2012).
Anti-jamming techniques such as uncoordinated frequency hopping (Liu et al., 2010; Xiao et al.,
2012b) have been proposed to address these problems. However, many of these still suffer from low
communication efficiency and high-energy cost in dynamic wireless networks (Li et al., 2010, 2012;
Xiao et al., 2012c). In wireless communications, a mobile device has difficulty obtaining the network
and jamming model, such as the channel condition, jamming, and interference strength in dynamic
environments.
The transmission policy such as the transmit power and channel selection in a dynamic game among
the mobile devices, jammers, and interference sources can be viewed as a Markov decision process
(MDP) (Xiao et al., 2017, 2018b, c). Reinforcement learning (RL) techniques, such as Q-learning and
DQN, can be used to find the optimal strategy in MDP via trial and error (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
Therefore, the channel selection based on Q-learning can improve the resistance against jamming
(Conley and Miller, 2013), and the channel accessing with Q-learning can address smart jammers in
hostile environments (Gwon et al., 2013). Deep reinforcement learning technique, such as DQN, can
accelerate the learning speed of mobile device to achieve the optimal anti-jamming strategy, in the
environment with a large number of frequency channels (Han et al., 2017).

Foundations
We assume a wireless communication system using frequency hopping over N frequency channels. At
time slot k, the mobile device chooses its transmission policy denoted by x (k ) ∈{0, ⋯, N} and sends a
message with power P s on channel x (k ). If x (k ) = 0, the mobile device leaves the area for better
transmission condition. The mobile device observes the state at time k denoted by s (k ), which consists
of the presence of the PUs, and the previous SINR, i.e., s (k ) = [ λ (k −1), SINR (k −1)].
The CNN is used to estimate the Q-value, denoted by Q( s (k ), x) 0≤x≤N, for each action. The CNN
consists of two convolutional (Conv) layers and two fully connected (FC) layers. The first Conv layer
includes 20 filters each with size 3 × 3 and stride 1, and the second Conv layer has 40 filters each with
size 2 × 2 and stride 1. Both Conv layers use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) as the activation function.
The first FC layer involves 180 rectified linear units, while the second FC layer has N + 1 units for the
action set. The filter weights of the four layers in the CNN at time k are denoted by θ (k ).
Let φ (k ) denote the state sequence at time k, which consists of the current system state and the
previous W system state-action pairs, i.e., φ (k ) = [ s (k −W), x (k −W), ⋯, x (k −1), s (k )]. The state sequence
is then reshaped into a 6 × 6 matrix as the input to the CNN to estimate Q( φ (k ), x| θ (k )), ∀0 ≤ x ≤ N.
The CNN parameters θ (k ) are updated at each time slot based on experience replay.
The experience observed by the mobile device is denoted by e (k ) = [ φ (k ), \(x^{(k)},u_s^{(k)}\), φ
( +1)
k ], and the memory pool at time k is given by \(\mathscr {D}=\{{\mathbf
{e}}^{(1)},\cdots ,{\mathbf {e}}^{(k)}\}\). The experience replay chooses an experience e (d ) from
memory pool \(\mathscr {D}\) at random, with 1 ≤ d ≤ k to update θ (k ) according to a stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. The mean-squared error of the target optimal Q-function value is
minimized with minibatch updates, and the loss function is chosen by Mnih et al. ( 2015) as
$$\displaystyle \begin{aligned} &L(\theta^{(k)})\\ &=\mathbb{E}_{ {\varphi}^{(k)},x,u_s,
{\varphi}^{(k+1)}}\left[\Big( R-Q\big( {\varphi}^{(k)},x;\theta^{(k)} \big) \Big)^2\right],
\end{aligned} $$
(1)

where R is the target optimal Q-function, which is given by
$$\displaystyle \begin{aligned} R = u_s+\gamma \max_{x'}Q\left( {\varphi}^{(k+1)},x';\theta^{(k1)}\right). \end{aligned} $$
(2)
The gradient of the loss function with respect to the weights θ k is given by
$$\displaystyle \begin{aligned} \begin{aligned} &\nabla_{\theta^{(k)}}L(\theta^{(k)})\\
&=\mathbb{E}_{ {\varphi}^{(k)},x,u_s,
{\varphi}^{(k+1)}}\Big[ R\nabla_{\theta^{(k)}}Q\left( {\varphi}^{(k)},x;\theta^{(k)} \right) \Big] \\
&\quad -\mathbb{E}_{ {\varphi}^{(k)},x}\Big[ Q\left( {\varphi}^{(k)},x;\theta^{(k)}
\right)\nabla_{\theta^{(k)}}Q\\ &\qquad \left( {\varphi}^{(k)},x;\theta^{(k)} \right) \Big].
\end{aligned} \end{aligned} $$
(3)
( )
This process repeats B times at each time slot, and θ k is updated according to the B randomly
selected experiences.
By using the ε-greedy algorithm, the mobile device chooses the action x (k ) according to the Qfunction and s (k ). If x (k ) is 0, the mobile device leaves the area. Otherwise, the mobile device
transmits the message on channel x (k ). The BS estimates the SINR of the device signal and feedbacks
it to the mobile device. The mobile device evaluates the utility \(u_s^{(k)}\) based on the SINR and
the transmission cost. According to the next state sequence φ (k +1), the mobile device stores the new
experience \([ {\varphi }^{(k)},x^{(k)},u_s^{(k)}, {\varphi }^{(k+1)}]\) in the memory pool
\(\mathscr {D}\).
( )

Key Application
The RL-based anti-jamming wireless communication scheme can be applied in mobile
communications and Internet of things.
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